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)e traditional control method has a low margin of indoor voltage stability, which can easily lead to voltage collapse, and the
control effect is not ideal. An automatic distributed control method for indoor low-voltage electricity system based on modal
symmetry algorithm is proposed. In order to improve the voltage stability margin, the decoupling between the indoor low-voltage
electricity characteristics and regions was analyzed. Based on the analysis results, the decoupling between regions and the
robustness to faults of the distributed zone scheme were considered comprehensively, and the modularity and the optimal zoning
scheme were screened. Based on the principle of modal symmetry, the original data of the distributed control matrix of low-
voltage electricity was obtained. Mean standardization method was used to standardize the matrix, so as to realize the distributed
control of indoor low-voltage electricity. )e experimental results show that the proposed method improves the margin of voltage
stability, overcomes the drawbacks of traditional methods, and reduces the probability of voltage accidents. It shows that this
method has higher flexibility, higher reliability, and higher application value as well as improving the automatic control level
of voltage.

1. Introduction

With the progress and development of science and tech-
nology, distributed control system technology has been
widely used in electric automation engineering of power
plants. Its own characteristics have been generally recog-
nized. Rational application of distributed control system can
improve the automation level of power plants and achieve
higher flexibility and reliability of electric automation of
power plants [1–3]. )e integration of distributed control
system into indoor environment is helpful to improve the
level of voltage automation. Distributed control system is
called DCS. In the process of control, a collection station is
composed of several microprocessor cores [4–6]. It can
organically combine computer technology, communication
technology, display technology, and control technology,
connects different functions and local computers, and has
the advantages of good monitoring performance, high re-
liability, good expansibility, and easy maintenance [7–9].
With the interconnection of cross-regional power grids and

constraints from economy and technology, in order to make
the full use of existing system resources, power grids are
often forced to operate near the critical point, and the
voltage stability margin is very low, which increases the
probability of power accidents such as voltage collapse
[10–12]. In order to ensure voltage quality and reactive
power balance, and realize the optimal coordination be-
tween voltage stability and reactive power optimization, the
automatic distributed control of indoor low-voltage elec-
tricity system has become an important measure [13, 14]. At
present, the relevant researchers have studied the low-
voltage electricity control method and achieved some re-
search results.

In the field of distributed control of power system, there
have been relevant studies based on swarm algorithm, neural
network, hybrid system theory, and other methods. Some
scholars proposed a nonlinear distributed controller based
on the swarm algorithm. )e controller receives part of the
real-time state information of the power grid through the
phasor measurement unit and realizes local information
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interaction with the weight matrix. )e controllable external
energy storage equipment with fast action characteristics is
used to control the output (or absorption) active power in
the generator bus, so as to realize the transient recovery of
the system quickly and efficiently. In reference [15], a dis-
tributed adaptive controller based on radial basis function
neural network (RBFNN) was proposed. )e method based
on RBFNN was used to compensate the unknown nonlinear
items and external disturbances in the system, and the
corresponding adaptive parameter estimation method was
designed to approximate the ideal weight matrix of the
unknown nonlinear items. For the control of low-voltage
power, the relevant research mainly focused on the appli-
cation of automatic power control system in low-voltage
distribution system. )e automatic power control system
mainly includes digital power measurement and control
device, multi-function power instrument, control equip-
ment, bus concentrator, monitoring system and commu-
nication module. Automatic power control system can be
divided into hierarchical structure and distributed structure.
According to the composition of some multi-functional
power instruments, serial ports were used to connect them
and automatically connect them to the power control sys-
tem. Bus is used to connect and unify the components. In
addition, researchers have designed intelligent low-voltage
power capacitors to improve the voltage quality in low-
voltage AC power systems. However, the design of power
automatic control system and low-voltage power capacitor is
not fully constrained. In references [16, 17], a regional
generator reactive power reserve method based on voltage
control zoning was proposed. )is method synthetically
measured the reactive power reserve value of static voltage
stability and quasi-steady voltage control and the availability
of reactive power reserve, and analyzed the characteristics
and selection methods of control variables. A quadratic
programming model for optimizing regional reactive power
reserve and regional voltage level was established. However,
this method had a low-voltage stability margin, thereby
reducing the voltage level. In reference [18], “all PV nodes in
the power grid should be relaxed to PQ nodes” was pro-
posed, and the voltage over limit nodes could be calculated
by the power flow equation in the form of injected current.
)e linear sensitivity between the voltage over limit node
and the voltages of other nodes in the power grid could be
continuously adjusted until the voltage over limit of the
entire network node was no longer exceeded.)e number of
center points of the whole network was determined as the
number of partitions to be divided, and the linear sensitivity
between the node voltage and the reactive current injected
into the node was taken as the scale of the reactive voltage.
)e reactive power control space was established. However,
due to the complexity of the process, the voltage stability
margin decreased. In reference [19], an electromagnetic loop
network division and scheme evaluation method based on
the improved GN splitting algorithm was proposed.
According to the importance of the shrinking nodes, the
feature node integrator was selected, and then, the edge
median was obtained using the GN splitting algorithm to
evaluate the weakness of the straight line, so as to obtain the

segmentation scheme. An information entropy evaluation
model based on two-level indicators was constructed to
evaluate the ring network division scheme. Although this
method was effective, it did not control the indoor voltage
and lack pertinence [20, 21].

In order to solve the problems of the traditional methods
mentioned above, improve the voltage stability margin and
fully constrain the control conditions, an automatic dis-
tributed control method for indoor low-voltage electricity
system based on modal symmetry algorithm was proposed.
Experiments show that this method effectively solved the
problem of low-voltage stability margin that easily to lead to
voltage collapse accident and improved the control effect
[22, 23].

2. Automatic Distributed Control Method for
Indoor Low-Voltage Electricity

2.1. Characteristics of Low-Voltage Electricity. Low-voltage
electrical apparatus is an electrical apparatus that plays the
role of protection, control, regulation, conversion, and on-
off in the circuit with rated voltage of AC 1000V or DC
1500V. )e power range is generally 100W to 1000W. )e
rated voltage of low-voltage appliances shall be compatible
with the nominal voltage of the circuit, and the rated impulse
withstand voltage shall be compatible with the overvoltage
category required by the installation site. )e rated fre-
quency of low-voltage apparatus shall conform to the
nominal frequency of the circuit and the rated current shall
not be less than the load calculation current of the circuit.
Indoor low-voltage distribution devices are mainly com-
posed of switching appliances and control appliances. )ey
are mainly used for power conversion, shunting, and reg-
ulation of electrical equipment. Once an accident occurs, the
accident electrical appliances can be cut off in time without
affecting the normal work of non-accident electrical ap-
pliances. )erefore, the automatic distributed control of
indoor low-voltage electrical appliances is conducive to
reducing the probability of accidents and ensuring personal
safety. Distributed control of indoor low-voltage electricity
system is the decoupling of regional voltage control and the
improvement of voltage stability margin. According to the
current research, the distributed areas should follow the
following principles.

(1) Representation of the central node: the voltage
characteristics of the central node in the region can
reflect the voltage characteristics of all the nodes in
the region.

(2) Controllability in the area: there is enough reactive
power reserve in the area to control the voltage in the
area.

(3) Inter-regional decoupling: the regional voltage is
controlled by the reactive power source in the region
and is less affected by other regions.

(4) Robustness to faults: before and after faults, the
changes of electrical connections between nodes
should be small; otherwise, the zoning scheme may
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lose reference value, and the control optimization
measures in the region may also fail. )is principle
can be regarded as an extension of the concept of
inter-regional decoupling.

(5) Connectivity within a region: there are no isolated
nodes within the region or separated by other
regions.

(6) Consistency of transformer’s branch endpoint:
transformer’s branch node belongs to the same area.

According to the given transformer network structure
and regional operation conditions, the node method was
used to make power flow calculation, and the operation state
of indoor low-voltage power network was obtained. Taking
the symmetry matrix of indoor low-voltage power automatic
distributed control as the objective function, the voltage and
reactive power of nodes will be constrained. In the above
principles, the central node can be determined after the
scheme of distributed area was obtained. Principles (5) and
(6) will be guaranteed in the algorithm, so the process should
focus on meeting principles (2)–(4). )e following is a
detailed analysis of the controllability and decoupling be-
tween regions. Figure 1 shows the branch network of the
transformer.

2.1.1. Controllability Analysis of Indoor Area: Electrical
Distance of Reactive Power Node. )e ability of reactive
power source (such as generator and SVC) nodes to control
the voltage of controlled nodes can be characterized by
quasi-steady-state voltage control sensitivity.

ΔUL �
zUL

zQG

ΔQG � SLGΔQG, (1)

where ΔQG is the variation vector of reactive power output
of indoor low-voltage electricity distributed control, ΔUL is
the voltage variation vector of controlled node of low-
voltage electricity distributed control, G is the reactive power
node set, L is the controlled node set (including reactive
power node whose reactive power output has reached the
upper limit), and SLG is the sensitivity matrix of low-voltage

electricity distributed control. Element (SLG)ij represents the
voltage variation of the controlled node i when the unit of
reactive power output of reactive power source j changes. In
order to meet the quasi-steady-state distributed control
characteristics of low-voltage electricity system, the suc-
cessive recursive method is used to solve the problem, that is,
when calculating the control sensitivity of a reactive power
node, the remaining reactive power nodes are still set as PV
nodes [24].

Si
LG is the low-voltage electricity distributed control

vector of each reactive power node to the controlled node.
Because of the regional characteristics of distributed control
of low-voltage electricity system, in Si

LG, the corresponding
components of the controlled nodes near the reactive power
node i are larger, while the other components are smaller. If
the voltage control vectors of reactive power node i and j are
similar, it shows that their reactive power reserve can be used
to control the voltage level in their vicinity, and the control
coupling degree is high. )erefore, the electrical distance of
reactive power node can be defined as
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According to formula (2), the electrical distances of
partitions s and t are defined.

D Gs, Gt(  � max D S
i
LG, S

j

LG  , (3)

where Gs and Gt are reactive power node sets in distributed
area s and t, respectively. If the electrical distances of s and t

in the distributed area are similar, it shows that the control
function of reactive power sources in the distributed area s

and t is similar, and priority should be given to merging in
the distributed process to meet the principle of controlla-
bility in the area. Figure 2 shows the network topology.

2.1.2. Interregional Decoupling Analysis: Modularity and
Optimal Scheme Screening. In the process of decentraliza-
tion, a series of partitioning schemes are generated, among
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Figure 2: Topology of the power grid.
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which the most reasonable one with decoupling property
should be chosen as the optimal one. An index for evaluating
the quality of partition is proposed. )e weighted definition
is as follows:

M A,Φp  �
1
2m


i


j

Aij −
kikj

2m
 δ(i, j), (4)

where A is the edge weight matrix, element Aij is the edge
weight of connecting nodes i and j; Φp is the distributed
zone scheme; if node i and j belong to the same partition,
then δ(i, j) � 1, otherwise δ(i, j) � 1; ki � iAij is the sum
of all edge weights connected with node i, i.e., the degree of
node i; m � 1/2ijAij is the sum of all edge weights in the
network; kikj/2m is the expected value of edge weights
between nodes i and j in the case of random network
connection to keep the degree of nodes i and j unchanged.
By analyzing of formula (4), if the value of M is to be in-
creased, it is necessary to divide the nodes at both ends of the
branch whose weight is greater than the expected value (i.e.,
the connection is close) into the same area, and the nodes at
both ends of the branch whose weight is less than the ex-
pected value (i.e., the connection is weak) into different
areas. Obviously, this is a reasonable way of dividing.
)erefore, M can be used to evaluate the quality of zoning.
Practical experience shows that when M> 0.3, the division
quality is higher [25, 26]. Figure 3 shows a simplified cluster
of nodes with reactive power sources.

In this paper, the power grid is regarded as a weighted
undirected connected graph. Nodes and branches are nodes
and edges of the graph, respectively. Two modularity indices
are proposed to measure the inter-regional decoupling and
robustness to faults of the partition scheme.

(1) Interregional Decoupling Modularity M1. According
to the principle of inter-regional decoupling, a reasonable
scheme of distributed zone should make the electrical
connection of the nodes at both ends of the branch within
the region close, and the electrical connection of the nodes at
both ends of the branch at the regional boundary weak
[27, 28]. In order to reflect the different characteristics of PV
node and PQ node, the definition of electrical distance is
improved and M1 is defined.

αij �

ΔUi

ΔUj

�
zUi/zQj

zUi/zQj

i ∈ L,

ΔQi

ΔQj

�
zQi/zQj

zQi/zQj

i ∈ G,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dij � dji � −ln αijαji ,

A1( ij �

1 − dij

max dij 
, yij ≠ 0,

0, yij � 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

M1 Φp  � M A1,Φp ,

(5)

where Ui and Qi are the voltage of node i and injection
reactive power, respectively; dij is the electrical connec-
tion degree of node i and j; yij is the admittance value
between node i and j. If i is a controlled node, αij is
defined as the voltage change of node i when node j’s
voltage unit changes; if i is a reactive power node, its
voltage does not change; αij is defined as the variation of
node i’s reactive power output when node j’s reactive
power unit changes. )e closer the electrical connection
between nodes i and j is, the larger the value of αij is, the
smaller the value of dij and the larger the value of (A1)ij.
From the analysis of formula (4), it can be concluded that
M1 can measure the inter-regional decoupling of the
distributed zone scheme.

(2) Fault Robustness Modularity M2. According to the
principle of robustness of the distributed zone scheme to
faults, if the electrical connection of the nodes at both ends of
the branch is greatly weakened due to the fault of the branch,
the branch should be regarded as the regional boundary
branch. Because it takes more time to calculate the change of
electrical connection before and after branch failure one by
one, and the divergence of power flow may occur, the
sensitivity of the electrical connection of the two ends of the
branch to the admittance of the branch is used to charac-
terize the change of electrical connection at the end of the
branch before and after the branch break, and the modu-
larity M2 is defined.

Δdij �
zdij

zyij

Δdij,

A2( ij �

1 − Δdij

max Δdij 
, yij ≠ 0,

0, yij � 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

M2 Φp  � M A2,Φp .

(6)

)e partial derivative in formula (6) can be calculated by
numerical perturbation method. Formula (6) shows that the
stronger the robustness of the branch is, the smaller the dij

Figure 3: A simplified cluster of nodes with reactive power source
nodes.
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value is and the larger the (A2)ij value is. M2 can be used to
measure the robustness of low-voltage distributed control
scheme to faults.

)e scheme quality of distributed zone is characterized
by M1 and M2. )e modularity index MΣ of distributed
control is defined.

MΣ Φpi  �
M1 Φpi 

max M1 Φpi  
+

M2 Φpi 

max M2 Φpi  
, (7)

where Φpi is the ith partition scheme.
MΣ takes into account the inter-area decoupling and

robustness to faults of the distributed control scheme for
indoor low-voltage electricity systems. )e scheme corre-
sponding to MΣ maximum is chosen as the optimal dis-
tributed control scheme.

2.2. Automatic Distributed Control Method for Indoor Low-
Voltage Electricity Based on Modal Symmetry Algorithm.
Based on the optimal distributed area control scheme ob-
tained in Section 2.1, the distributed control matrix of indoor
low-voltage electricity system was obtained by using the
principle of modal symmetry. Prior to this, the original data
need to be prepared, that is, the process of determining the
classified objects and extracting the characteristics of each
object. )e asymmetric modal information of the whole
indoor low-voltage electrical device can be obtained by
subtracting the average value of the low-voltage electricity
linearity collected by two centrosymmetric sensors, thus the
asymmetric modal can be extracted from the symmetric
modal. Because the asymmetric modal amplitude of some
partitions was high, by observing whether the asymmetric
modal amplitude of the eigenvector of distributed control
for indoor low-voltage electricity had a sudden change, the
automatic partition of indoor low-voltage electricity can be
accurately processed, which provides conditions for the final
distributed control [29].

)e universe U � x1, x2, . . . , xn  is the classified object,
where each object is represented bym data that can represent
the characteristics of the object, i.e.,

xi � xi1, xi2, . . . , xim , (i � 1, 2, . . . n). (8)

)is forms a raw data matrix R of m × n.
)e similarity matrix obtained from the previous step is

only reflexive and transitive, and does not have symmetry. It
needs to be transformed into equivalent matrix by
calculating symmetry coefficient. )e concrete method is
to start from R and find the square in turn:
R⟶ R2⟶ R4⟶ · · ·. When Rk · Rk � Rk appeared for
the first time, it shows that Rk has symmetry, and Rk is the
symmetry coefficient t(R). Different cut-off values λ were
taken and Rk was intercepted to get the required classifi-
cation. For any λ ∈ [0, 1], [t(R)]λ � (rλij) is the λ truncated
matrix of t(R), where

r
λ
ij �

1, rij > λ,

0, rij > λ,

⎧⎨

⎩ (9)

when rλij � 1, node i and node j were grouped together. With
the change of λ from big to small, classification from fine to
coarse is a dynamic process.

)e eigenvectors of distributed control for indoor low-
voltage electricity describing PQ nodes were determined.
Considering the actual process of reactive power and voltage
control, the control capability of each generator to the load
bus was taken as the eigenvectors of low-voltage electricity
distributed control, i.e., xi � xi1, xi1, . . . , xi×(k+1) . )e el-
ement xij in xi represents the sensitivity of generator j to
load node i. )e specific solutions are as follows:

)e iterative equation of reactive power flow based on
P-Q decomposition method is

−LΔV � ΔQ. (10)

)e ΔV and ΔQ in this equation correspond to the load
bus (PQ node). If the generator bus (PV node) is added to
the above modified equation, and the load bus and generator
bus are represented by the subscripts D and G, respectively,
there are

−
LDD LDG

LGD LGG

 
ΔVD

ΔVG

  �
ΔQD

ΔQG

 , (11)

where LDD is admittance matrix B″ which does not include
the corresponding rows and columns of balanced nodes and
PV nodes. LDG and LGD are mutual admittance between
generators and load buses, and LGG is self-admittance of
generators. )e relationship between ΔV and ΔQ is derived
from formula (9):

ΔVD

ΔVG

  � −
LDD LDG

LGD LGG

 

−1 ΔQD

ΔQG

 . (12)

Let

XDD XDG

XGD XGG

  � −
LDD LDG

LGD LGG

 

−1

. (13)

When the generators’ reactive power output changes
under the distributed control of indoor low-voltage elec-
tricity, assuming that the reactive power of load buses re-
mains unchanged, i.e., ΔQD � 0, there are

ΔVD � XDGΔQG. (14)

XDG is the sensitivity matrix between ΔVD and ΔQG. It
has the dimension of impedance. It is a partial sub-matrix
related to generator node and load node in the inverse of the
augmented B″ matrix. In the previous calculation, XDG is
calculated in one time, without considering the quasi-
steady-state physical response process of PV nodes. By using
the proposed method of constructing reactive power control
space, the generator was solved step by step. In the (m +

k + 1) node system, it is assumed that all (k + 1) generator
nodes were equipped with AVR, which constitutes a set G; m
load buses to be partitioned constitute a set D. When cal-
culating the sensitivity of a generator A to other nodes, A

was set as PQ node, and the other generator nodes were set
as PV nodes. When calculating the sensitivity, the diagonal
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elements corresponding to the PV node in the full-di-
mensional admittance matrix B including the PV node and
the balanced node were increased to ensure that the terminal
voltage of the node remains unchanged. After constructing
such a full-dimensional admittance matrix, the sensitivity of
the generator A to the load nodes in the systemwas solved by
calculating XDG according to formula (13). )e sensitivity of
other generator nodes to load nodes was calculated by this
method in turn. In this way, the original data of distributed
control matrix X[(m×(k+1))] for low-voltage electricity was
obtained.

It is noteworthy that, reactive power should include
generators, switchable capacitors, and SVC which can
provide voltage/reactive power support to the system as
required in the distributed control of indoor low-voltage
electricity. It can be easily extended to other reactive power
sources, only by increasing the corresponding dimension in
the reactive power space.

In order to unify the characteristic indexes of different
dimensions and quantities, the mean standardization
method was used to standardize X[(m×(k+1))], that is,

yij �
xij

xj

, (15)

where yij is the standardized data, and xj is the average of
column data. After this treatment, the elements in Y are
unified within a common range of data characteristics. If it is
calculated directly, it may highlight the role of those char-
acteristic indicators with a very large order of magnitude in
classification, reduce or even exclude the role of some
smaller characteristic indicators in classification, resulting in
inaccurate classification results.

When using modal symmetry algorithm for automatic
distributed control of indoor low-voltage electricity, a
symmetric matrix was established, and the symmetric matrix
R was calculated. )e elements in matrix R are as follows:

rij � exp −c 
m

k�1
yik − yjk



⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (16)

where rij is the similarity or proximity between load node i

and load node j, the exp operation on rij is to calculate
e− c 

m

k�1 |yik− yjk|, and its range is 0≤ rij ≤ 1; c is a specific
positive number, and the value makes rij distribute in [0,1],
c � 1.

)e transfer closure matrix of load nodes was calculated
by matrix programming which describes the degree of
symmetry between load nodes. Under the threshold
λ ∈ [0, 1], different λ can be selected to obtain different λ
horizontal truncation matrices, each representing a clus-
tering. When λ changes from 1 to 0, the number of clas-
sifications changes from n to 1, which is a dynamic process.

When the number of partitions is unknown, the number
of classes c was gradually increased from a smaller value. In
this process, the modal symmetry algorithm was used for
each selected c. )e algorithm block diagram is shown in
Figure 4. Obviously, the objective function J decreases
monotonously with the increase of c. In the process of

increasing c, there will always be some denser points sep-
arated. J will decrease, but the speed of reduction will slow
down. )us, the number of partitions can be roughly
determined.

Input parameter form matrix

Construct reactive source control space
The characteristic matrix X is formed to

classify PQ nodes

Feature matrix X standardization

Given the number of partitions c,
Weight coefficient m and error

Initial iteration counter b=0,
Initialize the clustering center matrix

Computing partition matrix

Updating symmetric center matrix

Output symmetric central matrix
Q and partition matrix U

Figure 4: Flow chart of distributed control method for indoor low-
voltage electrics.
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Figure 5: Partition modularity of IEEE 39-node system.

Table 1: Partition results of IEEE39 node system.

Number of distributed area Node number
1 4, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 28
2 1, 2, 4, 16, 24, 26, 30, 35
3 19, 21, 32, 34
4 28, 29, 30
5 16, 22, 24, 26, 36, 37
6 5, 7, 8, 10, 30, 38
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After selecting the number of partitions and completing
the symmetry process of PQ nodes, PV nodes need to be
merged. For a PV node connected with only one PQ node, it
was merged in the region where the directly connected PQ
node was located. Accordingly, the research on automatic
distributed control of indoor low-voltage electricity system
was completed.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

)e proposed automatic distributed control method for
indoor low-voltage electricity system based on modal
symmetry algorithm was applied to the standard test system
of IEEE-39 nodes and compared with other distributed
control methods. )e 39-node system consists of 10 gen-
erators, 34 lines, and 12 transformers. According to the
distributed control method for indoor low-voltage electricity
system described above, the maximum number of partitions
is 11, that is, the maximum number of iterations of the
algorithm is 10. )e relationship between modularity MΣ
and number of partitions is shown in Figure 5.

According to the different partition modularity of Fig-
ure 5, when the partition number of IEEE39 nodes is 6, the
modularity is the highest, and the modularity MΣ is 0.6049.
)e results of the preferred partition are shown in Table 1.

Table 2 shows the comparison of modularity and par-
titioning time of the method in references [17–19] in 6
partition zones. )e running environment was Windows 8,
and the CPU is i7 quad-core 2.3GHz. )e analysis Table 2
shows that the proposed method has higher stability and
shorter partition time than themethod in references [17–19].
It can effectively improve the stability margin of the auto-
matic distributed control of indoor low-voltage electricity
system.

After checking the optimal zones, it was found that the
reactive power reserve index of Zone 2 was 41.67%, which
did not meet the requirement of 15% reactive power reserve,
and Zone 2 needed to be re-divided. According to the
calculation, the feasible dividing nodes in Zone 2 were node
4 (reactive load is 184 Mvar, and the feasible dividing area
was Zone 1 and Zone 6) and node 15 (reactive load was 153
Mvar, and the feasible dividing area was Zone 1 and Zone 5).
According to the order of reactive load from large to small,
the node 4 with larger reactive power was first divided into
Zone 1 or Zone 6. If node 4 was divided into Zone 6, the
reactive power reserve of Zone 6 will be less than 15%, and
Zone 1 of node 4 can ensure the reactive power reserve of all
regions.)erefore, node 4 should be divided into partition 1,
which effectively improves the margin of low-voltage
stability.

)e modularity of the six partitions was 0.5992, which
was only 0.0057 lower than that of the original partition.
)erefore, the new partition had less influence on the inter-
regional reactive power coupling and could be used as the
final partition scheme. )e results of checking and re-par-
titioning are shown in Table 3.

)e proposed method was compared with the methods
in references [17], [18], and [19] in terms of partition
modularity of the 39-node system. )e comparison results
are shown in Table 4. It is worth noting that the proposed
method is different from other methods, so the modularity
values are different, but the results of the same modularity
algorithm will not affect the comparison of different par-
titioning methods.

Table 4 shows that the proposed method has the
highest modularity and can effectively improve the
margin of voltage stability. )e modularity refers to
previous MΣ. At the same time, the proposed method has

Table 2: Comparison of different clustering methods.

Number of tests
Method in reference [17] Method in reference [18] Method in reference [19] )e proposed method

Modularity Partition time/
s Modularity Partition time/

s Modularity Partition time/
s Modularity Partition time/

s
1 0.4930 1.917 0.5219 1.903 0.5614 1.875 0.6048 1.786
2 0.5568 2.540 0.5677 2.357 0.6076 1.981 0.6408 1.643
3 0.6043 1.835 0.5983 1.833 0.6121 1.764 0.6408 1.738
4 0.6048 2.640 0.6105 2.065 0.6398 1.947 0.6408 1.840
5 0.5743 1.780 0.6059 1.764 0.6316 1.793 0.6408 1.720

Table 3: Verification results of reactive power reserve.

Method of partition Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6
Before partition 33.27 −41.66 24.69 18.16 25.86 74.76
After partition 61.57 80.32 24.69 18.16 25.86 74.76

Table 4: Comparison of modularity of different methods.

Number Method Number of distributed zones Module degree/Q
1 Method in reference [17] 5 0.5643
2 Method in reference [18] 6 0.5701
3 Method in reference [19] 5 0.5755
4 )e proposed method 6 0.5991
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some advantages in time complexity and can be used in
rapid voltage control zoning after fault or accident in
engineering practice.

4. Conclusions

With the development of power network and the emergence
of large-scale combined power grid, the problem of voltage
stability has become increasingly prominent. Various mea-
sures to prevent voltage instability have been proposed, and
the voltage hierarchical control system has emerged as the
times require. In order to improve the phenomenon of voltage
instability and the margin of voltage stability, an automatic
distributed control method for indoor low-voltage electricity
system based on modal symmetry algorithm is proposed. On
the basis of considering the low-voltage electrical charac-
teristics, the principles to be followed in the distribution area
were proposed, and the indoor area controllability analysis
and inter-area decoupling analysis were made to obtain the
optimal distributed area control scheme. )e distributed
control matrix of indoor low-voltage power system was ob-
tained by using the principle of modal symmetry, and the
distributed control of indoor low-voltage power system was
completed. )e applicability and effectiveness of the designed
method were verified through comparative experiments. )e
experimental results show that the proposed method had the
highest module stability and the shortest partition time. It
shows that the method in this paper can effectively improve
the stability margin of indoor low-voltage power distributed
control, which has more advantages than the control method,
and can provide valuable reference for low-voltage power
system control.

Although this paper has done some useful research and
exploration in the field of automatic distributed control of
low-voltage electricity system, there are still some problems
to be further studied and perfected. When dividing the area,
the following criteria are met: strong coupling in the area,
weak coupling between the areas; moderate number of
voltage control areas; moderate size of each voltage control
area; reactive power balance in the area, and a certain
amount of reactive power margin left. However, there is a
lack of a quantitative criterion to judge the quality of the
partition, so the method needs further study.
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